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Abstract

To obtain good experimental results with an x-ray diffractometer, a high degree of
precision is required in instrument centering and alignment. Some procedures are
described for a preliminary setting and for periodic checks of the diffractometer. The
sample holder, which is in common use, usually requires a large quantity of material in
order to make suitable measurements. In the present work, we illustrate the procedure to
be followed when small quantities of powder have to be analysed, and we also report
how to generally reduce the measurement background. In addition, we describe how the
diffractometer can be used to collect thin-film spectra. The experimental procedure
requires careful handling because inappropriate or careless use of the instrument can lead
to its damage.

1 - XRD 3000 P Powder Diffractometer Design

The XRD-3000 P is a two-axis powder diffractometer designed by Seifert

according to Bragg-Brentano geometry, as shown in fig. 1. In sequence, it consists of a

copper x-ray tube source, a first slit system (two slits of 2 and 3 mm and a Soller inside),

then a 2-theta arm on which a second slit system (with two slits of 0.3 and 0.2 mm and

again with a Soller inside) and a graphite monochromator are installed. A scintillation

detector completes the instrument.
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Fig. 1
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2 - Diffractometer Alignment And Centering

2.0 - Scintillation detector and electronics setting up

The electronics related to the scintillation detector consists of a high-voltage

supply generator. The detector is connected in sequence to a preamplifier, an amplifier

and a discriminator, which collect and optimise the signal. An analog voltmeter is used

for intensity-measurement calibration.

2.1 - Detector voltage-supply determination

The detector supply-voltage and the detector characteristics, particularly its

voltage, are recommended by the manufactureres. The standard scintillator voltage

usually ranges from 700 V to 1400 V, in our case it is 900 V to 1300 V. To set up the

best operating conditions for the detector, the following procedure is recommended: After

completely opening the discriminator window, the detector, protected by a copper filter,

is placed in front of the direct beam supplied by 2 mA and 10 kV. By varying the supply

voltage, we obtain the cps vs voltage function, as shown in fig. 2.1. In our case, the

"plateau" (VI - V0) is within 900 (VI) and 1200 (V2). From our experience, the best

detector response is located at 1/3 of the plateau, which is why we set the scintillator at

1000 V.
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Fig. 2.1

2.2 - Discriminator window setting

With the diffractometer in the above described measuring setup, we then i) select

a narrow electronic window (i.e., 7,5 KeV for El 8,5 KeV for E2, where AE = E2 - El);
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ii) slightly vary the voltage until the highest intensity point on the analog voltmeter is

reached; iii) choose a value equal to 1/2 of the maximum value found, by varying El and

E2; and finally iv) fix the window exactly between these points.

2.3 - Beam alignment

To align the beam, we use the copper plate provided by the manufacturers and

put it in the holder. To avoid saturation of the detector, a Cu filter has to be placed in

front of the detector. The x-ray-tube generator is set at 10 kV, 2 mA. The diffractometer

axes are set at G = 20 = 0°, We then rotate the sample holder (theta axis) step by step,

until the maximum intensity point is found. Afterwards, the theta-axis is rotated by 180°

and the above procedure is repeated. The beam will be perfectly adjusted when its

intensity has the same value both for theta = 0° and for theta = 180°.

Finally, it is very important to check the beam position on the sample by means

of the fluorescent screen provided by the manufacturers. If, after visual control, the beam

does not appear to be perfectly at the centre of the sample holder, we change the tube

window height using the special screw. Changes in beam position have been found as a

consequence of x-ray tube ageing.

2.4 - Choosing the most suitable slit

The choice of the most suitable slit is strictly related to whether there is a

monochromator and to its position. In our case, the monochromator is placed just in front

of the detector (fig. 2.2), so we have used large-divergence slits (3.0 - 2.0 mm) and

suitable small anti-scatter slits (0.3 - 0.2 mm), both with a Soller inside in order to limit

the beam divergence.

As already mentioned, the width of the primary slits affects x-ray divergence.

After adjusting the two circles in the positions theta = 2theta = 0° and setting the generator

to 10 kV, 2 mA, the detector must be shifted to the point at which it does not detect the

direct beam any longer. Calling "alpha" the angle thus obtained (fig. 2.2), we get:

alpha = arctg 2 / 123 = 0.465°

where 2 mm = divergence slit, and 123 mm = distance between the focus and the

divergence slit. If the actual counter window does not have a perfect size, then, in a real
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measurement, the alpha angle can be almost double. This is why, if we have to make

measurements below 5°, we must take this effect into account and appropriately change

the divergence-slit width.
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FIG 2.2

2.5 - Most suitable positioning of monochromator graphite crystal

To set up the best operating position for the monochromator, we use the

following procedure:

i) we have at hand a silicon standard sample with a known peak located exactly

at 2theta=28.443°;

i) we put 2theta at 13.3° (i.e., the reflection angleof Cu Ka) where, as shown in

fig. 2.3, the graphite crystal has to be perfectly horizontal;

ii) with a theta/2theta scan, we set 2theta = 28.443°, so we optimise the detector

intensity by just moving the graphite crystal and setting the analog voltmeter to

maximum.

All the operations described so far have to be periodically repeated in order to

check the diffractometer alignment.
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3 - "Tricks" For Powder-Materials Diffractometer Measurements

3.0 - The best choice of sample holder

The choice of sample holder is strictly related to the aim of the measurement to

be made. Having only a small amount of substance available and having to find the

relative detectable phases could represent a problem.

Some holders provided by the manufacturers are made in Plexiglas (30x30x4

mm). Because of the cavities they have (27x27x1 mm), a large amount of substance is

required. The spectrum of the Plexiglas sample holder is shown in fig. 3.1, which shows

the rather high background. In order to make the holder cavity smaller and therefore

reduce the amount of substance required, plasticine, which, when coloured, has many

well defined peaks (fig. 3.2), is used; these peaks can be subtracted from the collected

sample spectrum. The foregoing operation causes some loss of the substance, which

mixes with the plasticine. When a substance is particularly valuable and has to be

recovered, this operating procedure is not advisable.
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Considering the spectrum characteristics of different amorphous substances,

common glass turned out to be the most suitable material in place of Plexiglas (fig. 3.3).

However, although glass can be cut according to the sample-holder size, it is difficult to

make a cavity in the glass, suitable for inserting the substance. This problem can be

solved by covering the parts of the glass that have to remain untouched with insulating

tape, and then making the cavity by treating the remaining parts with a sand-blasting
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Fig, 3.3

However, glass presents a background; although negligible in the case of routine

measurements, it could represent an obstacle for high-precision measurements when the

aim is to study peaks in order to obtain structures or other information. In such cases, we

need to use very thin glass. The cavity in the glass sample-holder should have the same

section as the x-ray beam (i.e., 12x12 mm) and be made with the above method.

However, we now have to perforate the glass completely and to glue a monocrystal

silicon plate underneath it, which must be placed in a non-perfect horizontal plane in

order to avoid the presence of its preferred orientation peak. If the cavity dimensions are

smaller than 12x12 mm, the x-ray beam-size impinging on the sample holder strikes the

glass and the spectrum background will increase.
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3.1 - Diffractometer measurements with air-sensitive powders

In the case of air-sensitive powders, such as some hygroscopic materials, the

sample must be prepared using a dry-box, and the sample holder is sealed with a thin

sheet of Mylar. This amorphous material has a broad peak, shown in Fig. 3.4. If the

sample peaks fall in the area ranging from 22° to 28°, measurement problems could occur.

In this case, they can be solved by substituting Mylar with a material having similar

proprieties (e.g., Kapton) but presenting amorphous peaks in a different spectrum area.
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FIG.3.4

In some cases the above system cannot be used. For instance, in the case of

some organic samples, the holder must be filled in a particular atmosphere for the sample

to remain stable in time, and the substance can be put into capillaries. In this case, the

diffractometric result might not be very precise; nevertheless, it could be sufficient for

detecting the presence of the existing phases, or for verifying the result of a particular

chemical reaction. We have used 1-mm capillaries and constructed a suitable Plexiglas

support (Fig. 3.5). Using KCO2CH3 as testing material, we have obtained with a single

capillary the spectrum shown in Fig. 3.6. To increase the peak intensity, we used three

capillaries; the collected spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.7. This procedure is still being

tested because of difficulties related to the scattering power of the material and to the
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cross section of the x-ray beam impinging on the sample area. Furthermore, it is clear that

the sample surface is not flat, but consists of half-circles of 0.5 mm radius: the more you

can reduce the capillary diameter, the more capillaries you can use, and the more your

measurement will match that required.
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FIG. 3,5
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FIG. 3,6
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4 - Tricks for Film Measurements using a Powder Diffractometer

4.0 - Film positioning on sample holder

In order to position a film, a suitable sample holder is required: particularly, its

cavity should be big enough to contain the film itself. The film is fixed by sticking some

plasticine underneath the sample holder and by pushing down the sample by means of a

glass plate until it appears to be perfectly aligned with the sample holder itself. This

method can give rise to errors of a few hundredths of a degree, which do not require

correction in the case of polycrystalline films, but do in the case of films presenting

preferred orientations.

4.1 - Silicon monocrystal preferred orientation

Let us suppose that we have a silicon monocrystal with preferred orientation

according to planes [2.0.0]; we know from the JCPDS database that it must have a peak

ranging between 69° and 70°. Therefore, we make a theta/2theta scan from 67° to 71° (as

shown in Fig. 4.1). The peak has a relatively low intensity (250 cps) with respect to that

expected from 50.000 to 100.000 cps. This means that the Si crystal was not mounted

correctly, according to Bragg-Brentano geometry. Otherwise, it could also happen that
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the sample be accidentally in the right geometry, which is why the following precautions

have to be taken before starting the film measurements with the diffractometer.

FIG. 4.1

12a. e-

Continuing with our measurements, we will have a peak of maximum intensity

for 2theta = 69.365°. If we were in the right geometry, we would have a maximum

intensity for theta = 34.684°. It is then checked by a theta-scan; i.e., putting 2theta fixed

equal to 69.365° and theta ranging from 30° to 40° (Fig. 4.2). Thus, we will have a

maximum intensity peak of 37.000 cps for theta = 35.000°; then, by correcting theta by

0.322°, we obtain the spectrum shown in Fig. 4.3, just as we expected. Working,

similarly, but rotating the film clockwise by 180°, we obtain the same result
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Empirically it should be noted that the variation in the zero of theta is positive

when the peak maximum has an angle larger than that expected. On the contrary, it is

negative when the angle is smaller.
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FIG 4.2

A silicon monocrystal is also used as a substrate for thin-film deposition. In this

case, the high intensity of the preferred orientation peak can completely flatten the

remaining spectrum, and just hide the most interesting peaks. Therefore, to eliminate this

effect, it is advisable to shift the zero of theta by more or less 1°.
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4.2 - Thin polvcrvstalline films - preferred orientations

If during the theta-scan, the peak (Fig. 4.2 in the above described case )

becomes very broad and of extremely low intensity, it means that there are no preferred

film orientations.
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FIG. 4.3

Sometimes, the thin-film spectrum could hide even negligible preferred

orientation. To verify if this is true, it is necessary to make a "grazing incidence"

diffraction measurement, by keeping the theta angle low and scanning only the 2theta.

With such a procedure, we obtain a spectrum with peaks not having the best shape, but

we maintain the relative peak intensities. On the contrary, if one of the peaks presents a

much lower intensity, it is related to a preferred orientation. If more than one peak shows

such behaviour, it could be attributed to planes belonging to the same family of parallel

planes (e.g., OOh, hOh, etc.).
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4 3 - Precautions in powder-diffractometer film measurements

Before starting thin-film analysis with a powder diffractometer, some care must

be taken in order not to damage the instrument itself. In particular, if we have a

monocrystal oriented substrate, the measured peak intensity could be too high for the

detector and damage it. Hence, it is advisable to start the diffractometer analysis with the

proper power supply and slits. Figures 4.1 to 4.3 were obtained with divergence slits of

2 and lmm and with a power supply of kV=30 mA=20. According to the peak shown in

Fig. 4.3, if the peak diffraction intensity is too high, not only the Koci and Koc2 peaks

may be detected, but also the Kp peak. Sometimes, it is possible to use the Kp line in

diffraction measurements, instead of the Kai-K(X2, when there is peak overlapping in

the spectrum. Otherwise, the Kp radiation can be removed by a suitable filter, such as Ni

for Cu radiation.
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